
Optional  tras

• 16 Zone Expander
• 8, 16, & 48 Zone Wireless Receivers
• 8 Way Auxiliary Output
• Printer Output
• LCD Code Pad Option
• 24 Zone LED Code Pad Options

Optional  tras

Product FeaturesProduct Features
NX-4 NX-12 NX-16

Independent number of zones 4 12 16
Expandable to a maximum number of zones 

(a combination of hardwired and/or wireless) 8 16 48
Anti-tamper supervision of all zones (hardwired and wireless) Yes Yes Yes
Individual areas/partitions 1 2 8
Total number of user PIN codes (4 digit) 8 40 99
Maximum number of codepads 8 16 24
LED backlighting of codepad buttons & LCD codepad screen Yes Yes Yes
Codepad tampers Yes Yes Yes
Codepad service messages 

(English text on LCD/LED indication on LED codepad) Yes Yes Yes
Uni arming (single button arming for full or partial mode) Yes Yes Yes
Home mode/partial mode arming Yes Yes Yes
Automatic arming (and auto partial mode arming) Yes Yes Yes
Re-exit Yes Yes Yes
Real-time event history (maximum events) 185 185 185
Phone line monitor No Yes Yes
Fire alarm verification Yes Yes Yes
Walk test mode Yes Yes Yes
Full supervision of all expansion module and codepads Yes Yes Yes
Warranty 2 Yrs 2 Yrs 2 Yrs

Distributed by:

*LCD Codepad Optional



….because sometimes it’s impossible to
run wires for the sensors needed to
provide complete security. 

That’s why for these specialised installations,
the NetworX NX-Series offers a wireless
receiver and a selection of wireless security
sensors. Designed to compliment the NX-
Series security system, this full line of
wireless equipment allows you to tailor a
security system to your exact needs.

Motion Sensors: 
These wireless infrared motion detectors provide an extra margin of safety by sounding
the alarm & signalling for help when an intruder is detected in your home. Without the need
for wires, they can be placed anywhere they are needed for additional security. A Pet Immune
version is available so you can keep your pets inside, without them activating the alarm.

And you can take your investment with you if you move.

They can be placed on safes, medicine cabinets, gates,
or any restricted areas of your home.

Smoke Sensors:
They offer the best
life safety
protection you
can get because
they detect the
most dangerous
type of fire – the
slow, smouldering fire that
creates a lot of deadly smoke.
These advanced sensors sound the alarm at the first sign of
smoke, giving occupants time to escape. The NX panel will also
send out a signal so the authorities can respond quickly.

If you want control that’s always right at your fingertips, the
optional 2 or 4 button keychain remote is for you. Carry it
around in your pocket or purse like your car alarm, and you
have a simple, handy way to operate your NX system. For
personal security, the remote serves as a panic button that will
activate a siren to help scare the intruder or attacker away. In an
emergency, just push two buttons simultaneously and a signal
goes out to a monitoring station so help can be called. Another
option for personal protection is the water-resistant pendant
panic sensor, often used for monitoring medical conditions. 
You can wear it all the time, even in the shower.

We understand you really want to do
everything you can to safeguard your
home & family. The NetworX Security
System will help you - It’s the smartest
move you can make to feel safe and
secure. With advanced and reliable
technology, and using strategically
placed sensors that blend into your
home, the NX-Series has you covered
in protective security. If an emergency
occurs, the system detects it instantly
and responds immediately. Although it
is highly sophisticated, the NX-Series

is remarkably simple to operate,
securing your home with push button
ease. You can also install modules
which add special capabilities to your
system, like opening a garage door or
controlling lights and heating.

It’s easy to see why the NX-Series is
one of the best investments you can
make. It guarantees performance you
can rely on and the security you and
your family deserve.

How Your
Security System Works:

The NX-Series can use a combination
of door and window sensors,
glassbreak sensors, and interior
motion sensors to detect unauthorised
entry. The code pad gives you full
control over the system and allows
viewing of all devices with ease.

The system can be "Armed" so a loud
siren will sound if an intrusion device
is activated. 
Sensors on doors that are used for
entry and exit have a delay time
allowing you to leave and re-enter
while the system is "Armed". While
you are at home, just press the
"Partial" button, and interior motion
sensors can be bypassed to allow
freedom of movement inside your
home, while still protecting doors
and windows. 

With the NetworX NX-Series’ built-in
digital communicator, alarms can be
immediately reported to an Alarm
Monitoring Station, which is staffed
24 hours a day, ready to report a
burglary, fire, or panic condition to
you or the proper authorities.

We’ve made the 
NX-Series the simplest
security system to
operate
EMERGENCY KEYS:
These can be
programmed to contact
fire, ambulance, or police
personnel via a 24 hour
control room if an
emergency occurs. Just
press and hold the button
for 2 seconds.

FUNCTION KEYS:
Five specialised buttons
perform the most common
functions with one touch. 

ON:
Turning your system on is as easy as
pressing this button.

PARTIAL:
Press this button to arm your system &
automatically bypass selected interior
motion sensors to allow freedom of
movement within your home. eg
secure downstairs & stay upstairs.

EXIT:
This button extends your exit time,
when you need to go back inside but
don’t want to turn the system off and
back on.

BYPASS:
Temporarily turns off detection
devices. Individual detectors can be
turned off for flexibility eg. a guest
room in use.

CHIME:
This button turns the "Chime" feature
on & off. When it is on, a pleasant
ding-dong sound will let you know
that an outer door or window has
been opened.

Door/Window Sensors:
Just add a sensor to any door or window
in those hard-to-reach places that need
protection. There is no wiring required,
so these reliable sensors are on guard in
just minutes. 

Advanced Wireless Technology Option Advanced Wireless Technology Option The Key to Convenience...The Key to Convenience...

* Optional LCD Key Pad 

* Manufacturer
recommends maximum

range of 300m open air


